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Abstract. We introduce a new and very weak security notion for signature schemes called target randomness security. In contrast to previous security definitions we focus on signature schemes with (public coin)
probabilistic signature generation where the randomness used during signature generation is exposed as part of the signature. To prove practical
usefulness of our notion we present a new signature transformation for
mapping target randomness secure signature schemes to weakly secure
signature schemes. It is well-known that, using chameleon hash functions, the resulting weakly secure scheme can then be turned into a fully
secure one. Our transformation outputs signature schemes that in general produce signatures with l elements, where l is the bit length of the
input randomness. We present an instantiation of a target randomness
secure signature scheme based on the RSA assumption and show that
after applying our new signature transformation to this scheme, we can
accumulate the l signature elements into a single element. This results
in a new efficient RSA-based signature scheme. In contrast to traditional
security definitions, all signature schemes obtained with our transformation enjoy strong security, i.e. they remain secure even if the adversary
outputs a new signature on a previously queried message. In our proofs,
we rely on the prefix-based technique introduced by Hohenberger and
Waters at Crypto’09. However, using a precise analysis we are able decrease the security loss in proofs relying on the prefix-based technique.
This result may be of independent interest.
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Introduction

Signature transformations that map signature schemes with weak security guarantees to schemes which fulfill the standard notion of security have proven very
useful in the past. This is because it is much more easy to design a signature
scheme which only fulfills a very weak notion of security than a fully secure
scheme. Many of the existing signature schemes like [25, 5, 21, 6] have been developed in this spirit by first specifying a signature scheme with weak guarantees and then applying a corresponding signature transformation to construct a
?
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scheme with stronger properties. This is also true for the recent signature scheme
by Hohenberger and Waters (HW) from Crypto’09. In their work, Hohenberger
and Waters present the first RSA-based hash-and-sign signature scheme in the
standard model and so solved a long-standing open problem [21]. To this end,
they tackle the problem that the challenger can predict the message M that
the adversary will generate a signature on (in the following called target message) only with negligible probability. Their solution is to force the adversary
to not only process M but also, independently, all prefixes of M . (In the following, we refer to this approach as ’prefix-based technique’.) This greatly reduces
the complexity for the simulator, because now it can guess with non-negligible
probability one of the prefixes of M . The remaining task of the challenger is to
embed the RSA challenge such that it can extract a solution from the attacker’s
forgery if its guess was correct.
As Hohenberger-Waters and Brakerski and Tauman Kalai (BTK) [6] pointed
out, the HW scheme gives rise to a new transformation1 that step-wisely transforms signature schemes which only guarantee a very weak form of security –
security against universal (message) forgeries under generic chosen (message)
attacks (UMUF-GMA)2 , to weakly secure schemes, i.e. schemes secure against existential (message) forgeries under generic chosen message attacks (EMUF-GMA).
(For formal definitions we refer to Section 2.1.) The UMUF-GMA security game
is equivalent to the definition of EMUF-GMA security, except that the attacker is
given the message it has to produce a forgery on – subsequently called ’target
message’ – in the first move of the security experiment. The transformation essentially grasps the ideas behind the prefix-based technique by HW. The key
idea is to use a UMUF-GMA secure scheme to sign the l prefixes of the message M
as in the HW scheme. The final signature consists of all the signatures on these
prefixes. However, apparently the HW scheme cannot be obtained as a direct
application of this transformation; HW signatures have constant size and do not
grow with the message length as one might expect given the BTK transformation description. There must be some additional structure that the HW scheme
exploits.
In this work we analyze public coin probabilistic signature schemes, where
the randomness used in the signature generation is also sent to the verifier (as
part of the signature). We show how public coin signatures schemes that only
fulfill very weak notions of security can be used to construct efficient fully and
strongly secure signature schemes.
Contribution. We extend the existing work on signature schemes in the standard model. In particular we
– define a new and very weak security notion called target randomness security
that defines ’existential message universal randomness unforgeability against
generic chosen message and randomness attacks’ (EMURUF-GMRA) for signa1
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tures with public coin probabilistic signature generation. Signature schemes
that are EMURUF-GMRA secure are always secure in the strong sense.
present a new general transformation from EMURUF-GMRA secure signature
schemes to weakly secure signature schemes. Signatures of the resulting
scheme consist of l elements and are strongly secure as well.
present a new and efficient target randomness secure RSA-based signature
scheme with a probabilistic signing algorithm.
show that when applying our transformation to our RSA-based scheme the
signature elements of the resulting weakly secure signature scheme can be
accumulated into a single group element. This results in a new and efficient
RSA-based signature scheme with constant-size signatures. Slightly modified
our technique makes obvious why the size of the HW signatures does not
grow with the message size.
improve the loss of tightness in prefix-based security reductions. This improvement transfers to all proofs that rely on the prefix-based techniques
like HW [21], BTK [6], and the recent signature scheme by Hofheinz, Jager
and Kiltz (HJK) [18].

To obtain signature schemes secure under the standard definition – security against existential message unforgeability under adaptive chosen message
attacks (EMUF-AMA) [17] or full security – we can apply the well-known ShamirTauman transformation to generate EMUF-AMA secure schemes from EMUF-GMA
secure schemes [31]. In Section 2.2 we extend this result by showing that if the
chameleon hash function also guarantees a certain form of strong security, the
resulting signature scheme is strongly secure too. We stress that most chameleon
hash function are also secure in this strong sense. This is advantageous in scenarios where strong security is required, as we do not have to apply an additional
transformation like the Bellare-Shoup [3] or Huang et al. [22] transformation to
turn EMUF-AMA secure schemes into strongly secure ones. These transformations
increase the signature size and make the signing and verification algorithms less
efficient.
Related Work. Our work is related to the existing standard model signature schemes. Most of the factoring-based hash-and-sign signature schemes were
proven secure under the Strong RSA (SRSA) assumption [16, 13, 25, 34, 35, 7,
15, 19, 30]. Until 2009, it was an open problem to design an efficient signature
scheme that is secure solely under the RSA assumption. Hohenberger and Waters stepwisely solved this problem by first presenting a stateful RSA-based
signature scheme at EUROCRYPT’09 [20] and, in the same year, a stateless
RSA-based signature scheme at CRYPTO’09 [21]. Recently, Hofheinz, Jager,
and Kiltz (HJK) presented a new signature scheme that is secure under the sole
RSA assumption [18]. It essentially relies on programmable hash functions as
introduced in [19] and results in very small signature sizes while having a relatively large number of public key elements. Technically, the authors also rely
on the prefix-based proof technique and similar to our result, they also use all
the prefixes of the randomness to sign a message. Our RSA-based scheme differs
from their scheme in the following way. 1) Signatures are longer as we need two

random values for signature generation. However, in 2006 Mironov showed how
to re-use the second random value as a key to a target collision resistant (TCR)
hash function [24]. Target collision resistant hash functions can be used as an
alternative to collision-resistant (CR) hash functions for domain extension of the
message space. In contrast to CRs, TCRs do only rely on the existence of one-way
functions. At the same time they are much more efficient than provably secure
CRs in groups of hidden (composite) order [9]. Thus our instantiation allows
to efficiently sign long messages without relying on additional security assumptions. Similar arguments hold if we compare our scheme with the HW scheme,
which also only uses a single random value, see Section 6.1. 2) Our public key is
much smaller and comparable to that of the HW scheme. We stress that besides
these issues our focus is much more general. Our main result consist in a new
security definition together with an appropriate transformation to weakly secure
schemes. We aim at showing that probabilistic signature schemes, even with very
weak security properties, provide interesting starting points for the construction
of strongly secure signature schemes. At the same time our tightness improvements hold for prefix-based security proofs in general and independent of the
underlying security assumption.
By now there exist several security definitions and corresponding transformations for signature schemes. In 1989 Even, Goldreich and Micali showed 1)
how to construct fully secure signature schemes from schemes that are secure
under known message attacks and 2) how to construct practical fully secure
signature schemes from schemes that are chosen message secure [14]. Cramer,
Damgård, and Pedersen presented an alternative construction for 1) that features a much smaller signature size (O(κ) instead of O(κ2 ) in the Even et. al.
transformation where κ is the security parameter) [12]. The signature scheme by
Naccache et al. can be interpreted as an application of this transformation to an
SRSA-based known message secure signature scheme [25]. In 2001, Shamir and
Tauman presented an improved transformation for 2) that maps weakly secure
signature schemes to fully secure schemes using chameleon hash functions [31].
Due to the efficiency of the resulting signature schemes this transformation is
very popular and an essential ingredient in several signature schemes like [5,
21]. In 2007, Bellare and Shoup [3] and independently Huang et. al. [22] presented a generic transformation to construct strongly secure signature schemes.
In contrast to the standard security notion, in the attack game of strongly secure
signature schemes the adversary is also allowed to output a new signature on a
previously queried message. Figure 1 gives an overview of the existing (and new)
notions and transformations of chosen-message security. We have ignored selective security, where the adversary may choose the target message/randomness,
as universally secure schemes can trivially be transformed into selectively secure
schemes under generic chosen message attacks (see HW [21] and BTK [6]). A
random element X is simply added to the public key and in the first step of the
signature generation the message is XORed with X. This technique is implicit
in HW and the signature transformation of Section 3.
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Fig. 1. Security Notions and Transformations of Chosen-Message Secure Signature
Schemes. Arrows from A to B indicate that an efficient transformation exists that
constructs a secure instantiation of B from a secure instantiation of A. References
below arrows point to improved transformations.

With respect to tightness improvements, our work follows the line of work
initiated by Bellare and Rogaway who showed tight security of PSS [1]. We
concentrate on tightness improvements for existing signature schemes (without
introducing additional modifications). In 2000, Coron provided tighter proofs for
Full-Domain Hash [10, 11]. Eight years later Bernstein [4] presented the first tight
proofs for the Rabin-William’s signature schemes. All these result hold in the
random oracle model. In 2008, Hofheinz and Kiltz [19] presented asymptotical
tightness improvements for the Computational Diffie-Hellman based signature
scheme by Waters [33] that is secure without random oracles. Recently, Schäge
presented tight proofs for (new and) existing SRSA and Strong Diffie-Hellman
based signature schemes in the standard model like the Cramer-Shoup [13], Fischlin [15], Zhu [34, 35], and Camenisch-Lysyanskaya [8] scheme.
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Preliminaries and Notation

The security parameter is denoted as κ ∈ N. We write 1κ to describe the string
that consist of κ ones and let l = l(κ) and q = q(κ) be polynomials. For a set S,
$

we use x ← S to denote that x is drawn from S uniformly at random and |S| to
denote the cardinality of S. If s is a string, we write |s| to denote its bit-length.We
let ⊥ denote the empty string. If M ∈ {0, 1}l we let M = m1 m2 . . . ml with
mj ∈ {0, 1} for j ∈ {1, . . . , l} be the binary representation of M . We use M i to
denote the prefix of M which consist of the first i ∈ [1; l] bits: M i = m1 m2 . . . mi .
For an algorithm A we write A(i1 , i2 , . . .) to denote that A has input parameters
i1 , i2 , . . . . Similarly, we denote with y ← A(i1 , i2 , . . .) that A outputs y when
running on inputs i1 , i2 , . . . . We write PPT (probabilistic polynomial time) to
refer to randomized algorithms that run in polynomial time. As usual gcd(a, b)
with a, b ∈ Z denotes the greatest common divisor of a and b. Our new signature
scheme will be secure under the well-known RSA assumption [27].
Definition 1 (RSA assumption (RSA) ). Given an RSA modulus n = pq,
where p, q are sufficiently large primes, a prime α < φ(n) with gcd(α, φ(n)) = 1,
and an element u ∈ Z∗n , we say that the (tRSA , RSA )-RSA assumption holds if
for all tRSA -time adversaries A
Pr [(x) ← A(n, u, α), x ∈ Z∗n , xα = u mod n] ≤ RSA .
The probability is over the random choices of u, n, α and the random coins of A.

2.1

Signature Scheme

In a digital signature scheme S = (KeyGen, Sign, Verify) the PPT algorithm
KeyGen generates the key material: secret key SK and public key P K. The
algorithm Sign(SK, M ) uses SK and a message M from the message space
{0, 1}l to output a signature σ. If the signing algorithm is probabilistic we use
$

R ← {0, 1}l to denote the randomness used for the signature generation. In this
case we also write Sign(SK, M, R). The verification algorithm Verify(P K, M, σ)
processes P K, a message M , and a purported signature σ on M and outputs
1 if σ is a legitimate signature on M and 0 otherwise. If Sign is probabilistic
Verify(P K, M, σ, R) additionally processes randomness R that was used for the
signature generation. Usually one may regard this randomness as a part of the
signature. For clarity we deviate from this convention and make R explicit.
We restrict ourself to signature schemes where the randomness R is generated
in the signing phase and directly given to the verifier (as part of the signature).
Most of the existing signature schemes have this property, examples are [16,
13, 25, 34, 35, 7, 15, 20, 21, 5, 8, 19, 29]. In the following two security definitions we
consider the most general case of forgeries – existential forgeries. We use the
terminology of Goldwasser, Micali and Rivest [17].
Full Security: Existential Message Unforgeability under Adaptive
Chosen Message Attacks (EMUF-AMA). The standard notion of security for
signature schemes is called existential message unforgeability under adaptive
chosen message attacks [17]. Here the adversary is given access to a signing
oracle OSK (·) to adaptively query signatures.
Setup. In the setup phase, KeyGen(1κ ) is run and the public key P K is given
to the adversary.
Signature queries. The adversary adaptively queries the signing oracle OSK (·)
with q messages M1 , . . . , Mq ∈ {0, 1}l of his choice and obtains q signatures
σ1 , . . . , σq with Verify(P K, Mi , σi ) = 1 for i ∈ {1, . . . , q}.
/ {M1 , . . . , Mq } and at the
Output. The attacker outputs (M , σ) such that M ∈
same time Verify(P K, M , σ) = 1.
Weak Security: Existential Unforgeability under Generic Chosen
Message Attacks (EMUF-GMA). In this attack model, the attacker specifies all
signature queries before it receives the public key.
Signature queries. At first the adversary outputs a list of q signature queries
M1 , . . . , Mq ∈ {0, 1}l .
Public Key Generation and Signature Output. In the next phase, the public key P K is given to the adversary together with q signatures σ1 , . . . , σq
such that Verify(P K, Mi , σi ) = 1 for i ∈ {1, . . . , q}.
/ {M1 , . . . , Mq } and at the
Output. The attacker outputs (M , σ) such that M ∈
same time Verify(P K, M , σ) = 1.
Both of the above security notions are well-known. As sketched above, the only
difference between the definition of UMUF-GMA-security and weak security is that

the attacker is given the ’target message’ M in the first step of the security
game and only has to output σ. Let us now present our new security definition
for signature schemes with a probabilistic signing algorithm.
Target Randomness Security: Existential Message Universal Randomness Unforgeability under Generic Chosen Message & Randomness Attacks (EMURUF-GMRA). In contrast to the previous security definitions
we exploit the randomness R used in probabilistic public coin signing algorithms;
both the challenger and the attacker can now also specify the randomness used
for the signature generation. The adversary is given the target randomness in
the first step of the security experiment. Informally we refer to this notion as
target randomness security.
Target Randomness. At first the attacker is given the (target) randomness R.
Signature queries. The adversary outputs q pairs of message/randomness as
(M1 , R1 ) . . . , (Mq , Rq ) with Mi , Ri ∈ {0, 1}l . For at most one pair (Mi , Ri )
it may hold that Ri = R.
Public Key Generation and Signature Output. Next, the public key P K
is given to the adversary together with q signatures σ1 , . . . , σq such that
Verify(P K, Mi , σi , Ri ) = 1.
Output. The attacker outputs M , σ such that Verify(P K, M , σ, R) = 1 and
M , R is not among the signature queries.
We denote the success probability of an adversary A (taken over the random
coins of the challenger and the adversary) to win the i-security game as AdvS,A,i
where i ∈ {EMUF-AMA, EMUF-GMA, EMURUF-GMRA}.
Definition 2 (Secure signature scheme). An adversary A is said to (q, t, )break the i-security (i ∈ {EMUF-AMA, EMUF-GMA, EMURUF-GMRA}) of a signature
scheme S if A has success probability AdvS,A,i =  after generating at most q
queries and running in time t. S is said to be (q, , t)-secure if there exists no
PPT adversary that (q, , t)-breaks the existential unforgeability of S. A signature scheme is called strongly secure if in the above games A may also output
a forgery with M ∈ {M1 , . . . , Mq } but (M , σ) ∈
/ {(M1 , σ1 ), . . . , (Mq , σq )} (or
(M , σ, R) ∈
/ {(M1 , σ1 , R1 ), . . . , (Mq , σq , Rq )} in case of probabilistic signatures).
Discussion. In our new security definition the adversary is still allowed to output messages M of his choice (as in the first two security definitions), i.e. existential message forgeries (in contrast to UMUF-GMA security). Observe that previously
queried messages may be re-used in the forgery what makes our definition inherently strongly secure. In the new security game, the adversary can now explicitly
specify the random values Ri . To the best of our knowledge no existing security
definition for signature schemes allows similar attack capabilities. It does not
only give the adversary control over the messages to be signed but also specifies
the randomness used for signature generation. In most signature schemes it is
essential for security that the randomness is not controlled by the adversary. In
our case, the only restriction is that the forgery must verify under randomness R,

while R has been queried at most once before. However, due to this freedom it is
technically more difficult to construct a target randomness secure scheme than
a UMUF-GMA secure scheme. Informally, when constructing a UMUF-GMA secure
scheme one might directly use an ’all-but-one assumption’ where the simulator
can easily invert a function f for all but a single output value. This is possible
because we give the adversary the target forgery M that cannot be sent to the
/ {M1 , . . . , Mq }. The signasigning oracle as the security definition requires M ∈
ture must simply be set up such that the target message M exactly corresponds
to the one value that the simulator cannot invert. We cannot transfer this technique to target randomness secure schemes because here the adversary might
re-use the target randomness R in his signature queries. On the one hand, the
simulator must be able to answer all signature queries even the one with Ri = R.
On the other hand it must not be able to construct the forgery by itself as it
wants to extract a solution to an underlying problem from it. We must setup
the parameters such that the simulator is not required to invert this function
for the signature query (Mi , Ri ) with Ri = R. The idea is to make the inversion
also depend on the message M such that only for Mi the simulator can produce
a signature without actually inverting. For all other M 6= Mi this must not be
possible.

2.2

From Weakly to Fully Secure Schemes

There exists a well-known transformation by Shamir and Tauman [31] for constructing fully secure schemes from weakly secure signature schemes to using
chameleon hash functions [23].3 It will be applied to our final weakly secure signature scheme to yield a fully secure one. The basic idea is to first use the message
as input to a (randomized) chameleon hash function and then sign the output
using the weakly secure signature scheme. Signatures consist of the so produced
signature and the randomness used for the computation of the chameleon hash.
There exist chameleon hash functions that are secure under the RSA [21] or
the factoring assumption [31]. Since the factoring assumption is weaker than the
RSA assumption we can utilize this transformation without making additional
complexity assumptions. In both cases, the overhead amounts to an additional
element in the secret key and the public key. We can easily extend the ShamirTauman result by showing that if 1) the chameleon hash function has slightly
stronger security guarantees than required by the standard definition and 2) the
weakly secure signature scheme is strongly secure then the resulting fully secure
scheme is strongly secure too. We again stress that most of the existing chameleon hash functions are secure in this strong sense. The proof of the following
theorem is straight-forward and, for space reasons, appears in the full version.
Theorem 1. If the underlying weakly secure signature scheme is strongly secure
and the chameleon hash function also guarantees that it is hard (given only the
3

In 1999, Gennaro-Halevi-Rabin also proposed a similar but less general solution for
their signature scheme [16].

public parameters) to compute two distinct random values that make any message
map to the same output value, then the Shamir-Tauman transformation produces
fully and strongly secure signature schemes.

3

A New Transformation to Weakly Secure Signature
Schemes

Let us now present our new transformation that maps EMURUF-GMRA secure signature schemes to EMUF-GMA secure schemes. In Section 4 we then present a new
RSA-based EMURUF-GMRA secure signature scheme. First, we fix some additional
notation.
Encoding Function. In the following we will regularly produce signatures
on strings S ∈ {0, 1}l and on their prefixes. These strings will naturally be
interpreted as integers. Now, if sl = 0, S l and S l−1 obviously map to the same
integer. However, our proof technique requires that these strings map to different
values. To accomplish this we apply an injective and invertible encoding function
enc : {0, 1}≤l → {0, 1}l+1 \ {0k+1 , 0k 1} that maps to fixed-size outputs. Given an
input string S ∈ {0, 1}≤l , enc first prepends a 1 and subsequently leading zeros
until the result has length l + 1: enc(S) = 0l−|S| 1s1 . . . s|S| . In the following, we
will denote with Ri ∈ {0, 1}l+1 , i ∈ [1; l] the string Ri = enc(Ri ) = enc(r1 . . . ri ).
It is easy to see that we now always have Ri 6= Rj for j ∈ [1; l] and i 6= j.
Target Randomness Secure Signature Scheme => Weakly Secure
Signature Scheme. The final signature σ consist of l distinct signatures σ =
(σ1 , . . . , σl ). Each of the single signatures is on the same message M . We use
the prefixes of the randomness R to modify the signature generation, such that
σi = Sign(SK, M, Ri ⊕ X) for all i ∈ [1; l]. Let us go into more detail.
Let StRand = (KeyGentRand , SigntRand , VerifytRand ) be a probabilistic and
EMURUF-GMRA secure signature scheme. Then we can construct the EMUF-GMA
secure signature scheme S = (KeyGen, Sign, Verify) as follows.
– KeyGen(1κ ): run KeyGentRand (1κ ) and obtain a key pair (P KtRand , SKtRand )
for the signature scheme. Next, draw a random X ∈ {0, 1}l+1 . The scheme’s
secret key is SK = SKtRand , its public key is P K = (P KtRand , X).
– Sign(SK, M, R): to obtain a signature on message M ∈ {0, 1}l using randomness R ∈ {0, 1}l , compute the l-tuple σ = (σ1 , . . . , σl ) s.t. for each i ∈ [1; l]
the i-th component is computed as σi = SigntRand (SKtRand , M, Ri ⊕ X).
– Verify(P K, M, σ, R): parse σ as σ1 , . . . , σl . If it holds that M, R ∈ {0, 1}l and
Vl
i
i=1 Verify(P K, M, σi , R ⊕ X) = 1 output 1, otherwise 0.
Theorem 2. Let StRand be a (q 0 , t0 , 0 )-secure probabilistic signature scheme that
is secure under EMURUF-GMRA attacks. Then the application of the above transformation produces a EMUF-GMA signature scheme S that is (q, t, )-secure under
generic chosen message attacks provided that
q = q 0 , t ≈ t0 ,  ≤ 2(q(l − blog(q)c) + 2blog(q)c+1 − 1)0 + q 2 /2l

for q ≥ 1 and

q = q 0 , t ≈ t0 ,  ≤ 20

for q = 0. Moreover, if StRand is strongly secure so is S.
Theorem 2 already makes use of our improved security analysis. To prove
Theorem 2 we first need to analyze the set of prefixes of q l-bit strings.
Definition 3 (Prefix-Closure). Let S be an l-bit string. We use precl(S) =
{S j | j ∈ [0; l]} ∪ ⊥ to denote the prefix-closure of S, i.e. the set of all prefixes
of S (including the empty string ⊥). If R is a set of q l-bit strings,
Sq i.e. R =
{R1 , . . . , Rq } ⊆ {0, 1}l for q ∈ N and q > 0, we call precl(R) = i=1 precl(Ri )
the prefix-closure of R. It is the set of all the prefixes of all the Ri . In case q = 0,
we define precl(R) = {⊥}.
Definition 4 (Co-Path of Prefix-Closure). Let R = {R1 , . . . , Rq } ⊆ {0, 1}l
for q ∈ N, q > 0 and precl(R) be the prefix-closure of R. Let Zprecl(R) denote the
set of all strings z = z1 . . . zk with k ∈ [1; l] such that z1 . . . zk−1 ∈ precl(R) but
z ∈
/ precl(R). We say that Zprecl(R) is the co-path of precl(R). For q = 0, we
define Zprecl(R) = {0, 1}.
In prefix-based security proofs it is essential to bound the maximal size of
the co-path of the prefix-closure. Roughly, in the proof the simulator chooses
an element z of Zprecl(R) uniformly at random. This element is used to embed
the complexity challenge. With probability ≥ 1/|Zprecl(R) | z will be a prefix
of the randomness in the forgery4 . Thus the simulator’s success probability is
≥ 1/|Zprecl(R) |. This accounts for the security loss in prefix-based proofs. The
existing results upper bound |Zprecl(R) | simply as |Zprecl(R) | ≤ ql. Subsequently,
in Theorem 3, we present a more precise analysis. But first we need to analyze
the worst-case size of the prefix-closure of R.
Lemma 1. Let q, l ∈ N q, l > 0. Let R = {R1 , . . . , Rq } ⊆ {0, 1}l be an arbitrary
set of q l-bit strings. Then it holds that
max |precl(R)| = q(l − blog(q)c) + 2blog(q)c+1 − 1
R

Proof. We will show which properties R must fulfill to have a maximum size
prefix-closure. For convenience we partition precl(R) = precl≤ (R) ∪ precl> (R)
depending on q. We consider the set precl≤ (R) of prefixes with length smaller
than or equal to blog(q)c and the set of prefixes precl> (R) that are longer than
blog(q)c-bits separately. If we maximize both sets, |precl(R)| = |precl≤ (R)| +
|precl> (R)| is maximal too.
For q > 1 it is clear that there are ’prefix-collisions’, i.e. there are Rj , Rj 0
with Rj 6= Rj 0 such that precl(Rj ) ∩ precl(Rj 0 ) 6= ∅. (In fact the pigeon-hole principle shows that for q > 2w and w ≥ 0 there is always a pair of distinct indices
j, j 0 ∈ [1; q] with |precl(Rj ) ∩ precl(Rj 0 )| = w + 1.) The size of precl≤ (R) is maximal if i) despite of these collisions the prefixes of the Ri cover all prefixes lower
4

In HW and BTK, z must be a prefix of the forgery’s message.

than or equal to blog(q)c, i.e. precl≤ (R) = {0, 1}≤blog(q)c . Thus, the maximal size
Pblog(q)c
of precl≤ (R) is |precl≤ (R)| ≤ i=0
= 2blog(q)c+1 −1. To analyze precl> (R) obblog(q)c+1
serve that if 2
> q ii) there need not be any prefix-collisions among the
prefixes of length greater than blog(q)c. In this case every precl(Ri ) adds the maximal number, l − blog(q)c, of additional prefixes to precl(R). Thus |precl> (R)| ≤
q(l − blog(q)c) is maximal and |precl(R)| ≤ 2blog(q)c+1 − 1 + q(l − blog(q)c).
Theorem 3. Let q, l ∈ N q, l > 0. Let R = {R1 , . . . , Rq } ⊆ {0, 1}l be an arbitrary set of q l-bit strings. Then it holds that
q(l − blog(q)c) + 2blog(q)c ≤ max Zprecl(R) ≤ q(l − blog(q)c) + 2blog(q)c+1 − 1.
R

Proof. To prove the upper-bound observe that for q ≥ 1 we always have that
|precl(R)| ≥ |Zprecl(R) |. This directly follows from the definition of precl(R).
Lemma 1 gives the maximal size of precl(R). To show the lower bound recall
the construction of sets R = {R1 , . . . , Rq } with maximal sized prefix-closure.
For precl(R) to have maximal cardinality we must have that all prefixes lower
than blog(q)c are in precl(R), i.e. {0, 1}≤blog(q)c ⊂ precl(R). However, this means
that for all prefixes with length i strictly lower than blog(q)c we cannot find a
corresponding element in Zprecl(R) . This is because all prefixes of length i + 1
are already in precl(R) and by definition cannot also be in Zprecl(R) . Thus, for a
maximum size prefix-closure we have for the size of the corresponding co-path:
blog(q)c−1
X
j

|Zprecl(R) | ≥ max{|precl(R)|} −
R

2 = q(l − blog(q)c) + 2blog(q)c .

j=0

Now, the maximum size of |Zprecl(R) | over all R must be at least as large as
q(l − blog(q)c) + 2blog(q)c . This concludes the proof of Theorem 3.
Discussion. Since |Zprecl(R) | ≤ q(l−blog(q)c)+2blog(q)c+1 −1 ≤ q(l−blog(q)c+2)
and both l and q are polynomials in the security parameter we obtain a clear
improvement, in particular for large q. Still q is the dominant factor of the
security loss. In their paper, HW also gave a new prefix-based security proof for
the CDH-based Waters signature scheme [33]. Before that, Hofheinz and Kiltz
(HK) have already proposed asymptotically better bounds for the security loss
in the Waters scheme. They give a new security
√ analyses of the Waters hash
function showing that the security loss is in O(q l) [19]. The original reduction
by Waters accounts for a security loss of 8q(l+1). The HK improvement relies on
random walks and essentially exploits that the message bits of the prefixes can
be processed independently as variables of a linear function in the exponents of
the hash function’s group elements. However, there does not seem to be a general
way to transfer their approach to signature scheme like the HW scheme where
prefixes are first mapped to prime numbers in a non-linear way. Although our
improvements are quantitatively smaller our result 1) provides a non-asymptotic,
i.e. concrete, bound on the security loss and 2) works for prefix-based technique

in general and thus also applies to the (original) Waters, Hohenberger-Waters,
and Hofheinz-Jager-Kiltz scheme and the general transformation presented by
Brakerski and Tauman Kalai.
3.1

Proof of Theorem 2

We are now ready to prove the security of our transformation.
Proof. Assume S is not secure and let A be a successful attacker against S.
Then we can build a simulator B that uses A in a black box manner to break the
security of StRand . Let R̃ be the first message (the target randomness) received
from B’s challenger and let M1 . . . , Mq be A’s signature queries. In the first step
B draws q random values R1 , . . . , Rq ∈ {0, 1}l . With overwhelming probability
these values are all distinct: a simple union bound shows that a collision occurs
with probability ≤ q 2 /2l .
$

In the next step, B draws a random coin y ← {0, 1} indicating whether A
will re-use any of the Ri as randomness in the forgery. According to y, B will
setup the public parameters in two different ways.
If y = 0, B assumes that A will not re-use any of the Ri in the forgery.
/ {R1 , . . . , Rq } implies that there must be at least one prefix
Observe that R ∈
j
j
R with R ∈
/ precl(R). By construction of Zprecl(R) this means that there exists
v
v
v
a prefix R with R ∈ Zprecl(R) . In the first step, B guesses this R upfront
$

by drawing a random string z ← Zprecl(R) . Then B computes X ∈ {0, 1}l+1
j

as X = enc(z) ⊕ R̃. Next, B sends ql signature queries {(Mi , Ti )}i∈[1;q],j∈[1;l]
j

j

to the challenger with Ti = Ri ⊕ X for all i ∈ [1; q]. The challenger answers with a public key P KtRand and ql signatures {σi,j }i∈[1;q],j∈[1;l] on the
j

given messages such that VerifytRand (P KtRand , Mi , σi,j , Ti ) = 1 for all i ∈
[1; q], j ∈ [1; l]. In the next step B sends P Kweak = (P KtRand , X) and q randomness/signature pairs (Σ1 , R1 ), . . . , (Σq , Rq ) to A. Each Σi consist of l signatures of the target randomness secure scheme: Σi = (σi,1 , . . . , σi,l ) for all
i ∈ [1; q]. By assumption A then outputs a forgery (M , Σ = (σ1 , . . . , σl ), R) with
R∈
/ {R1 , . . . , Rq }. Now with probability ≥ q(l − blog(q)c) + 2blog(q)c+1 − 1 B’s
v
guess of z is right. In this case there exists a v ∈ [1; l] with R = z and it holds
v
that VerifytRand (P KtRand , M , σv , R ⊕ X) = 1. Since by definition we have that
v
R ⊕ X = enc(z) ⊕ X = R̃, (M , σv ) breaks the security of the target randomness
secure signature scheme.
In case y = 1, B assumes that A will re-use any of the Ri in the forgery and
guesses the signature index of the corresponding randomness upfront by drawing
j
j
j
$
l
w ← [1; q]. Next, B computes X = Rw ⊕ R̃ and Ti as Ti = Ri ⊕ X for all
i ∈ [1; q], j ∈ [1; l]. Then {(Mi , Tij )}i∈[1;q],j∈[1;l] is given to the challenger who in
turn answers with the public key P KtRand and ql signatures {σi,j }i∈[1;q],j∈[1;l] . By
j

assumption it must always be the case that VerifytRand (P KtRand , Mi , σi,j , Ri ⊕
X) = 1 with i ∈ [1; q], j ∈ [1; l]. As before B now gives P Kweak = (P KtRand , X)

and q signatures Σ1 , . . . , Σl with Σi = (σi,1 , . . . , σi,l , Ri ), i ∈ [1; q] to A. However,
this time A outputs a forgery (M , Σ = (σ1 , . . . , σl ), R) with R ∈ {R1 , . . . , Rq }.
With probability ≥ q, we have that R = Rw . Then (M , σl ) breaks the security of
l
l
the underlying EMURUF-GMRA secure signature scheme since R ⊕ X = Rw ⊕ X =
R. Observe that only in case y = 1 we need that the Ri are all distinct to
comply with the requirement of the EMURUF-GMRA security game, i.e. the target
randomness is only queried at most once to the signature oracle.
With probability ≥ 1/2, B’s guess of y is correct. Observe that by construction A cannot tell apart the values produced by B from those of the original
attack game. This concludes the proof of Theorem 2. Also note that at no point
/ {M1 , . . . , Mq }. Thus the resulting
in the proof we rely on the fact that M ∈
signature scheme is strongly secure.

4

A Target Randomness Secure Signature Scheme Based
on the RSA Assumption

Let us now present our new RSA-based EMURUF-GMRA secure signature scheme.
For simplicity we focus on the practically most relevant case of balanced, safe
RSA moduli with prime public exponent but we stress that the signature scheme
can be instantiated in general RSA groups as well.
– KeyGen(1κ ): Choose two large balanced and safe primes p̂ = 2p+1, q̂ = 2q+1
with |p| = |q|, p > q and 2l+1 < p·q. Set n = p̂q̂ and SK = p̂, q̂. Next choose a
$

random X 0 ← {0, 1}l+1 . We will also need a target collision-resistant function
p : {0, 1}l+1 → Primesl+1 that maps strings to the set of odd prime numbers
Primesl+1 ⊂ [1; 2l+1 − 1]. We use the following instantiation. Choose a key
s0 for a pseudo-random function t : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}l+1 . Whenever we want
to evaluate p on input Ri ∈ {0, 1}l+1 we continually increment the resolving
index ind ∈ {0, 1}∗ , which is initially set to ind := 0, until t(ind||Ri ) ⊕ X is
prime.
For a proof that p indeed is collision-free for the first polynomial many input
values we refer to [21] or [18].5 Finally, choose two random generators a, b
of a subgroup S of Z∗n with <a>=<b>= S ⊂ Z∗n and |S| = p · q. Publish
P K = (a, b, n, s0 , X 0 ).
– Sign(SK, M, R): To sign a message M ∈ {0, 1}l+1 , choose a random R ∈
{0, 1}l+1 and compute s = (abM )1/p(R) mod n. Output σ and R.
– Verify(P K, M, σ, R): If σ p(R) = abM mod n output 1, else output 0.
Theorem 4. If the RSA assumption is secure then the above construction yields
a target randomness secure probabilistic signature scheme. Moreover, the security
reduction tightly reduces to the RSA assumption.
5

Basically, one first shows that with overwhelming probability one can always find a
prime while ind ≤ (l + 1)2 – otherwise the PRF could be distinguished from a truly
random function. In the second step, one argues that the probability to find a collision
only after q(l + 1)2 evaluations of the PRF must be negligible as otherwise the PRF
construction could again easily be distinguished from a truly random function.

Proof. Assume the simulator B is given an RSA challenge (n, u, α). At first
B draws a random key s0 for the pseudo-random permutation and a random
R ∈ {0, 1}l . Next it constructs X 0 such that α = t(ind||Rl ) ⊕ X 0 = p(R).
Then B sends R to the forger A. As an answer B receives q signature queries
(M1 , R1 ), . . . , (Mq , Rq ) from A. With these values B can now set up the rest of
the public key. To this end, B draws ha , hb ∈ [1; (n − 1)/4]. In the following, B
considers two cases.
Qq

– If there Qisq no Ri with Ri = R (Case 1), B computes a = uha i=1 p(Ri ) and
b = uhb i=1 p(Ri ) .
– If there exists such a value (Case 2) so let j ∈ [1; q]Qbe the corresponding
index
Q
ha qi=1 p(Ri )+hb Mj qi=1,i6=j p(Ri )
with that Rj Q= R. Now, B computes a = u
q
and b = u−hb i=1,i6=j p(Ri ) .
Observe that in both cases a and b are distributed almost like in the original
attack game. This is because ha , hb are almost distributed uniformly in [1; φ(n)].
$

The probability for a value h ← [1; (n − 1)/4] not to be in [1; p · q] is
$

Pr[h ← [1; (n − 1)/4], h ∈
/ [1; p · q]] ≤ (p + q)/(2pq + p + q) < 1/(q + 1) < 1/2|p|−2
and thus negligible.
B can now easily answer the signature queries by computing signatures σk
on (Mk , Rk ) for all k ∈ [1; q] as follows.
Qq

Qq

– In Case 1, B computes σk = uha i=1,i6=k p(Ri ) · uMk hb i=1,i6=k p(Ri ) .
– If it holds that RQ
σk as
k q6= R in Case 2, B
Qqcomputes the queriedQsignature
q
k hb
i=1,i6=j,k p(Ri ) .
follows: σk = uha i=1,i6=k p(Ri )+Mj hb i=1,i6=j,k p(Ri ) · u−M
Qq
– If Rk = R (or k = j) in Case 2, B computes σk = uha i=1,i6=k p(Ri ) .
Observe that these values perfectly simulate the original attack game.
The last case solves the problem that we are faced with when designing
EMURUF-GMRA secure schemes (see the discussion in Section 2.1). If Mk 6= Mj
and Rk = R,QB cannot compute a signature
Qq since for the exponent e it holds
q
that e = ha i=1 p(Ri ) + hb (Mj − Mk ) i=1,i6=k p(Ri ) which implies p(R) 6 |e
and thus B would need to compute p(R) roots what, byQthe RSA assumption,
q
is not feasible. However, if Mj = Mk we get that e = ha i=1 p(Ri ) and clearly
p(R)|e. This time B can generate a signature by just exponentiating.
Now when A outputs the forgery (M , σ, R), B can extract a solution to the
RSA challenge as follows.
Qq
a +M hb )
i=1 p(Ri ) . Let
In Case 1, the verification equation gives us σ p(R) = u(hQ
q
us analyze the probability for the event p(R)|(ha + M hb ) i=1 p(Ri ). Since p is
target collision-resistant the p(Ri ) are all distinct from p(R) and we only must
analyze whether p(R)|(ha +M hb ). Since A never gets to see u in the clear, ha and
hb are perfectly hidden from her view. As 3 is the smallest prime number p(R) can
) is at most 1/3.
take on, the probability for A to output M with p(R)|(ha + M hbQ
q
We so have with probability ≥ 2/3 that gcd(p(R), (ha + M hb ) i=1 p(Ri )) = 1.

In this case, we can easily compute two integers
Qqw1 and w2 (using Euclidean
algorithm) such that w1 p(R) + w2 (ha + M hb ) i=1 p(Ri ) = 1. It then holds
Qq
that u = uw1 p(R)+w2 (ha +M hb ) i=1 p(Ri ) = uw1 ·p(R) · σ w2 ·p(R) . Therefore the final
solution to the RSA challenge is u1/p(R) = u1/α = uw1 · σ w2 .
In Case 2, we can show with the
arguments as above that with probabil same

Qq
Qq
ity at least 2/3 we have p(R) 6 | ha i=1 p(Ri ) + (Mj − M )hb i=1,i6=j p(Ri ) .
Using the same techniques
before B finds the corresponding values w1 and w2
 as
Qq
Qq
such that w1 p(R) + w2 ha i=1 p(Ri ) + (Mj − M )hb i=1,i6=j p(Ri ) = 1. The
final solution to the RSA challenge is u1/α = uw1 · σ w2 .
This concludes the proof of Theorem 4.

5

Accumulation of Signature Schemes

When applying our transformation from target randomness secure signature
schemes to weakly secure schemes to the above signature scheme we get signatures that consist of l group elements.
We now show how to accumulate signatures of the type σ 0 = (σ10 , . . . , σl0 )
i
where for
each i ∈ [1; q] σi0 = (abM )1/p(R ) mod n to a single element Σ 0 =
Ql
i
(abM )1/ i=1 p(R ) mod n. The accumulation technique used here is a direct application of the extended Euclidean algorithm. Observe that our accumulation
technique does not require knowledge of the secret key.
1

l

Lemma 2. Let P K, M , R, and σ10 = (abM )1/p(R ) , . . . , σl0 = (abM )1/p(R ) ∈ Z∗n
Ql
i
with l ∈ N be given. Then we can easily compute Σ 0 = (abM )1/ i=1 p(R ) mod n.
Proof. Since for i 6= j it holds that Ri 6= Rj and because of the properties
of p(·) we have that the e1 = p(R1 ), . . . , el = p(Rl ) are distinct primes. Let
Ql
Ql
ēi = j=1,j6=i ei and e = i=1 ei . By construction we have gcd(ē1 , . . . , ēl ) = 1.
Next we can use extended Euclidean algorithm to find a1P
, . . . , al ∈ Z such that
Pl
l
gcd(ē1 , . . . , ēl ) = i=1 ai ēi = 1. We have (abM ) = (abM ) i=1 ai ēi mod n. As it
holds for all ei that gcd(ei , φ(n)) = 1 we can finally find the e-th root of abM as
Σ 0 = (abM )1/

Ql

i=1

ei

=

l
Y

a /ei

(abM )i i

i=1

=

l
Y

σ 0ai mod n.

i=1
Ql

Lemma 3. Given P K, M , R, and Σ 0 = (abM )1/( i=1 p(R
1
l
compute σ10 = (abM )1/p(R ) , . . . , σl0 = (abM )1/p(R ) ∈ Z∗n .

i

))

∈ Z∗n we can easily

Proof. For all j ∈ {1, . . . , l}, if we want to find the j-th component of the basic
scheme we simply compute
σj0 = Σ 0

Ql

i=1,i6=j

p(Ri )

mod n.

The previous two lemmas show that both signature descriptions, the l-element
signature and the accumulated signature, are equivalent. The above technique
can easily be adapted to accumulate a variant of the Gennaro-Halevi-Rabin [16]
signature scheme by Brakerski-Tauman-Kalai [6]. The result is the HohenbergerWaters signature. In the above we simply have to set (abM ) := u and R := M .

6

Final RSA Signature Scheme

Like the Hohenberger-Waters scheme, our final RSA-based EMUF-GMA secure signature scheme features a built-in accumulation process.
– KeyGen(1κ ): The key generation algorithm is exactly the same as in the
scheme of Section 4.
– Sign(SK, M, R): To sign a message
M ∈ {0, 1}l choose a random R ∈ {0, 1}l
Q
M 1/( li=1 p(Ri ))
mod n. Output (σ, R).
and compute σ = (ab )Q
l
p(Ri )
i=1
– Verify(P K, M, σ, R): If σ
= abM mod n output 1, else output 0.
Theorem 5. Applying the Shamir-Tauman transformation to the above signature scheme as presented in Section 2.2 gives us a strongly and fully secure
signature scheme under the RSA assumption.
6.1

Comparison with the Hohenberger-Waters Scheme

Our RSA-based signature scheme presents an alternative to the HohenbergerWaters signature scheme. The times for signature generation and verification
are comparable. As a drawback, the size of our signatures is longer than the
Hohenberger-Waters signature. Besides a group element in Z∗n , our scheme additionally contains a random string R where |R| is ≈ 160. However, when signing long messages our scheme requires weaker security assumptions than the
Hohenberger-Waters scheme. Let us explain this in more detail. To extend the
input domain of a signature scheme, one usually applies a collision-resistant hash
function and signs the hash value of the input message. Alternatively, one can
also use a primitive called target collision resistant hash function (TCR) (or
universal hash function) [26]. TCRs are fundamentally weaker primitives than
collision-resistant hash functions, since on the one hand there exist efficient constructions of TCRs from one-way functions [28, 26, 17] but on the other hand
collision resistant hash function cannot be constructed from one-way functions
using black-box constructions [32]. There exists a standard transformation for
signature schemes by Bellare and Rogaway that allows to exchange the collisionresistant hash function with a target collision-resistant function when signing
long messages [2]. Usually this would require an additional random element to
be embedded in the signature – the key of the TCR. However, following similar
arguments as Mironov [24] we can re-use the message-independent randomness
R of our signature scheme for this purpose. Therefore, our RSA-based signature
scheme can use target collision resistant hash functions without any modification
for domain extension.
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